FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Marlyn Carrillo
(619) 544-1301 mcarrillo@sdchamber.org

CHAMBER STATEMENT ON COUNTY’S VACCINE REQUIREMENT ANNOUNCEMENT

(August 16, 2021) – The San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce released the following statement from President and CEO Jerry Sanders regarding San Diego County’s announcement asking businesses to require vaccinations or weekly testing for all employees.

“We appreciate the County’s leadership and efforts to help decrease the spread of COVID-19 and the Delta variant. The Chamber has encouraged people to get vaccinated since made available. It is the best way to ensure businesses can safely stay open.

"I would ask that everyone is patient and respects employers as they navigate decisions on vaccine verifications, as long as they continue following safety measures and guidelines—like those recommended by health experts and the CDC.

"I also encourage local businesses to do their part in helping us prevent the spread of COVID-19. There are a variety of ways companies can get involved, such as committing to provide set time off for vaccines or incentives and rewards.

"Earlier this year, the Chamber launched the Time To Vaccinate campaign to help support robust vaccination efforts in the San Diego workforce. The program offers helpful educational tools on what to expect after vaccination and legal considerations. Companies may visit our website to learn how they can support and encourage employees to get vaccinated at sdchamber.org/timetovaccinate."

About the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce: The San Diego Regional Chamber is the hub for connections and collaboration among the regional business community and uses that clout to advocate for public policies and candidates that support economic growth and the creation of jobs for all businesses. As the largest local Chamber on the West Coast, representing approximately 2,500 businesses and an estimated 300,000 jobs, the San Diego Regional Chamber is working to make the San Diego region the best place to live and work. For more information, please visit SDChamber.org or call 619-544-1300.
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